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DSA recognizes outstanding student leaders
compilation of press release
information and a report by
Gary O'Brien
intern reporter
The Division of Student Affairs held
its Student Leadership Awards
Banquet in the UC Exhibit Hall on
Tuesday, April 3, 1990. On hand
were students being recognized for
both individual and group
accomplishments. After dinner, the
evening's program began with an
address by Mr. Michael Ray Self, a
UAH graduate and principal of
Madison County High School. Mr.
Self spoke on success, telling the
audience about what he considers to
be the keys to success. Afterwards,
the awards were handed out.
Dr. Louis Padulo, president of
UAH, presented awards to student
leaders for 1989-90.
Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher, vice president
for student affairs, named Amy
Dickson as the "Most Outstanding
Student Leader." Fisher said this
award went to honor the student,
who more than any other has made a
major positive impact upon student
life at UAH. Dickson, a senior
m a j o r i n g i n m a r k e t i n g , is p r e s i d e n t o f
Chi Omega Sorority, chair of the
Lancers education committee, vice
president of the American Marketing
Association, president of the Order
of Omega, a representative to the
Student Government Association
from the College of Administrative
Science and has served on the Greek
Advisory Board and the UAH Spring
phonathon.
Several students received

l-r: Joseph Ceci, Cheryl D Bankston, UAH President Dr. Louis Padulo, Carol
Ann Vaughn, Wakus Benford, David Allen Fegenbush.
distinguished student leader awards.
D. Allan Fegenbush, a senior
majoring in Management Informa
tion Systems, received an award for
his work as president of the Data
Processing Management Association.
Carol Ann Vaughn, a junior history
major, was honored for leading the
Lancers to a new level of

achievement as their president.
Joey Ceci, a junior political science
major, was honored for his work as
the President of Alpha Tau Omega.
Ceci is also a legislator o n t h e SGA.
Cheryl
Bankston, a sophomore
majoring in electrical engineering,
was honored for her work as the
Student Services Director for the

Photo by Rudy Setiawan.

Student Government Association.
Wakus Benford, a freshman
majoring in biology and electrical
engineering was selected for his work
as a student trainer for the hockey
team, women's basketball team,
men's basketball and soccer team.
Fisher said, "Wakus was nominated
continued to page 16

ACE Lecture Series sponsoring abortion debate
The Lecture Series of the
Association for Campus Entertain
ment will present a debate on the
topic of abortion between Sarah
Weddington and Phyllis Schlafly on
April 24 at 8:00 p.m. in Spragin's Hall
on the University of Alabama in
Huntsville campus.
Weddington and Schlafly will each
speak for 15 minutes. They will have
five minutes each for rebuttal. They
will answer questions from the
audience and then have short closing
remarks. Admission for the debate is
$1 for students and $3 for the general
public.
Sarah Weddington is the attorney
who argued the winning side in the
"Roe v. Wade" cases before the
United States Supreme Court at the
age of 26. She served as a Texas state
legislator, General Counsel for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture and
a s a n a s s i s t a n t t o P r e s i d e n t J a m e s E.
Carter. Weddington was the first
person to hold an endowed chair at
the University of New Mexico, and
currently is a history and government
lecturer at the Universityof Texasand
Texas Women's University.

Weddington writes the monthly
"Washington Report" for Glamour
magazine. She is the recipient of
numerous awards including
"Outstanding Young American
Leader" from Time, "Woman of the
Future" from the Ladies Home
Journal and was selected as one of the
ten "Outstanding Women in
America" in 1979. She was named
by the National Association for
Campus Activities (NACA) as one of
the five top speakers on the campus
circuit in 1987, 1988 and 1989.

Phyllis Schlafly was appointed by
President Reagan as a member of the
Commission on the Bicentennial of
the United States Constitution. She is
a graduate of Harvard and
Washington Universities. She is the
author of a dozen books and a
syndicated
columnist.
For
nine
consecutive years she has been
named by Good Housekeeping as
one of the ten most admired women
in the world, and by the World
Almanac as one of the 25 most
influential women in the United

States. She led the successful battle to
defeat the Equal Rights Amendment.
Her books include "A Choice not an
Echo" written in 1964 which is the
third biggest selling conservative
book in history. Schlafly maintains a
high profile with a newspaper
column, daily radio commentaries, a
monthly newsletter and many
appearances on nationwide
television programs. She is also the
subject of a biography "Sweetheart
of the Silent Majority."

Many activities planned for Earth Day at UAH
by Lawrence F. Specker
associate editor
Earth Day 1990 will be celebrated at
UAH with many activities. These
activities are sponsored by many
student and outside organizations
which have been working together
for some time to organize and
coordinate their activities.
The UAH Earth Day effort started
on March 6 with an inter-

SEE INSIDE:

organizational meeting sponsored by
the World Issues Society. Nearly 30
faculty and student leaders attended
the meeting, which was intended to
"generated enthusiasm for Earth Day
1990 activities on campus." A few
definite goals were set at the
meeting, and other organizations
were invited to get involved.
The goals included establishing the
week of April 16-22 as Earth Week,
planning booths and exhibits in the

University Center, declaring
Thursday, April 19 Green Day, and
enlisting the aid of UAH President
Padulo. Other activities were
proposed but not confirmed.
These events led to the extensive
list of activities which will b e
happening during Earth Week on the
UAH campus. For a partial,
unfinalized list of these of activities,
see the calendar of Earth Dav events

continued to page 2

Earth Day calendar of events, page 15
Batch, page 12
Editorials, page 4

News
Study shows environmental concern among students
Today's generation of college
students, often maligned as
materialistic and socially discon
nected, are actually deeply
concerned about the environment,
with
95 percent agreeing that
Congress should pass tougher laws to
protect the environment, and 94
percent willing to pay more for
products that are environmentally
safe, according to a new opinion
survey commissioned by the National
Wildlife Federation (NWF).
The survey was conducted in
November 1989 by Hughes Research
Corp. a national research firm based
in Rockville, Md. Five hundred
undergraduate students between 17
a n d 24 years of age were surveyed. All
were enrolled in a four-year college
or university. Approximately onehalf were male and one-half were
female. Based on the sample size, the
survey results can be considered
accurate to within plus or minus five
percentage points.
Other key questions of the survey
revealed strong sentiments on behalf
of environmental quality:
Nearly 75 percent believe that
recycling of newspapers, glasses, and
cans should be required by law in all
communities.

While 66 percent believe that
industry today is m o r e concerned
about environmental protection than
it was five years a g o , 76 p e r c e n t
believe that industry influences
government to pass less effective
environmental protection laws. And
students take their environmental
concerns into the voting booth, with
more than 70 percent agreeing that
environmental protection is
important in electoral decisions.
Nonetheless, 80 percent believe
that "all of us" have primary
responsibility for protecting the
environment, with only 24 percent
laying responsibility on the doorstep
of the federal government.
"We are tremendously encou
raged by these results," said NWF
president Jay D. Hair. "College
students are expressing a deep
concern for the environment, and
the overwhelming majority are
clearly willing to do something about
it."
According to Tom Hughes of
Hughes Research Corporation,
"Given their intense concern for the
environment and their willingness to
get personally involved in this issue,
this survey paints the picture of
American college students as a

formidable resource ready to go to
work to help solve our environmen
tal problems."
Hughes Research Corporation was
founded in 1988 by Thomas B.
Hughes. With two decades of
experience, Mr. Hughes has
conducted more than 2,000
individual survey research projects,
and currently serves on the board of
directors of the Marketing Research

Association.
The National Wildlife Federation is
the nation's largest conservation
organization, with more than 5.6
million members and supporters and
52 affiliate organizations nationwide.
A private, not-for-profit organiza
tion, the Federation was founded in
1936.

Wide range of activities planned
for Earth Week at UAH
continued from page 1
listed elsewhere in this paper.
The real beginning of Earth Day
1990, however, was Earth Day 1970.
Over twenty million people
participated in this nationwide rally,
which included hundreds of
individual activities in communities
and campuses all across the country.
These activities drew attention to
lingering environmental concerns
such as air pollution, excess garbage,
and inefficient automobiles.
The real measure of Earth Day
1970's success was not what
happened of April twenty-second,
but what happened afterwards. The

Environmental Protection Agency
was established, the Clean Air and
Clean Water Acts were passed, and
several Congressmen were defeated
because of their poor environmental
records. These are but a few
examples of the success that backers
of Earth Day 1990 hope to duplicate.
People are urged to sign an Earth
Day pledge showing their concern
for the environment. This
demonstration of concern could
affect future environmental
legislation. The green pledge, and
much more Earth Day information,
will b e featured in the next issue of
The Exponent.

Get your
"no place like home"
loan ...
Looking for gold at the end of the rainbow?
Look no further than your own home. Your
home equity loan from Alabama Credit Union
can be used to buy anything.
Home equity loan rates are lower anci interest
is tax-deductible. Compare our favorable interest
rates, closing costs and repayment terms, today.

... at Alabama Credit Union
802-1: Executive Plaza

And you're still smoking?

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Armv Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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more NEWS
School of Primary Medical Care to present annual review
The
UAH School of
Primary
Medical Care will present its eight
Annual
Review of
Modern
Therapeutics on Friday and Saturday,
April 27 and 28, at the Huntsville
Marriott. This year's program will
focus on current issues in medical
treatment for physicians and
pharmacists and future therapeutic
advances now in process.
The lectures will be presented by
nationally and internationally
recognized specialists in medical
research and treatment. Topics to be
covered on Friday morning, April 27,
include "Blood Lipid Disorders
"Right Ventricular Failure", "AIDS:
Where Do We Stand in 1990?", and
"Safety Problems with NSAIDs". The
luncheon lecture will cover "Life
Support Space Station and Beyond".
Afternoon topics will be "Genetic
Engineering: New Drugs Part I",
"Pain Syndromes", and "Pharmaceu
tical Development in Microgravity:

. .•

New Drugs Part II".
The Friday evening dinner at the
Alabama Space and Rocket Center
will feature James S. Logan, M.D.,
speaking on "Space Medicine and
Earth Disasters". Dr. Logan is
president of Space Medical Systems,
San Diego, California, and former
chief physician to the astronauts at
NASA's Johnson Space Flight Center
in Houston. He was medical project
director for the Tele-Medicine Space
Bridge to Soviet Armenia following
the disastrous 1989 earthquake. He
will discuss medical care on the
shuttle and space station and the
application of space technology to
terrestrial medical care.
The sessior on Saturday morning,
April 28, will begin with "Anabolic
Steroid
Abuse" and
"Hemlock,
Cocaine, and Other Poisons" and
then split into two groups. Group A
covers "Status Asthmaticus" and
"Magnesium Deficiency and Sudden
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Death". Group B includes "Drug
Interactions' and "Diabetes in the
Elderly". The luncheon topic will be
"Eating by the Book". The afternoon
lectures will cover "Anxiety:
Diagnosis
& Current Treatment
P e r s p e c t i v e s " , " W h a t D o I D o If M y
Patient Gets Hooked?" and "New
Diseases/Old Agents".
The University of Alabama School
of Medicine/Huntsvilie Program and
Samford
University School of
Pharmacy, Birmingham, are jointly
sponsoring the 1990 Therapeutics
Review. The program has been
approved for 17 continuing medical
education credit hours for physicians
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harmacists.
David Throckmorton, M.D., clinical
associate professor and chief of
emergency medicine programs,
SPMC, is course director.
Enrollment fees are $175 for
doctors and pharmacists, $100 for all
other health professionals, and $75
for students and residents. The fee for
Friday dinner only is $25. Enrollment
is limited to 250. For additional
information, please phone Mrs.
Carol Malone, UAH School of
Primary Medical Care continuing
medical education office, (205) 5514490.

Summer residency program will
benefit high school graduates
A unique program will be held
here
this summer.
A
summer

Tickets Available at
the UAH University
Center:
Students $1.00
Gen. Public $3.00

residency engineering program will
provide twelve Alabama 1990 high
school graduates with a valuable
opportunity to participate in a high
tech learning environment.
Sponsored
by
UAH and the
Alabama Center for Advanced
Technology Transfer (ACATT) the
eight-week program will consist of
training courses and hands-on
experience in state-of-the-art
technology. The equipment includes
Intergraph workstations and
software.
Students will learn about robotics,
engineering design/solids modeling,
distributive control systems, flexible
manufacturing, computerized
machine parts design and software
engineering.
I his is t h e only program of its kind
in t h e nation. It is d e s i g n e d t o e x p o s e
students to a variety of engineering
areas early in their education. This
exposure will allow them to select
future curricula with some
foreknowledge.
To be eligible for the summerresidency engineering program a
student must be a 1990graduateof an
Alabama high school who has been
accepted at UAH as an engineering
student for the fall term.
Twelve students will be accepted
from the entrants. The only cost to
the student
is for
meals and
transportation. Each student selected
will receive $350.00 to help cover
these expenses. All course materials
is furnished and on-campus housing
w i l l b e p r o v i d e d if d e s i r e d .
Application for the summer
residency engineering program may
be obtained at the UAH Engineering
Building Room 130, or from the
guidance counselor of Huntsville
Area schools.
The deadlind for submitting
applications is May 1. 1990. For
further information call Carla Daily at
895-6256 or Dr. Sherri Messimer at
895-6211.
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For more information
call 895-6666
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"Can there possibly b e one answer...?
Cynthia R. Green
editor
ABORTION. J u s t t o m e n t i o n i t i s t o
stir an incessant boil of emotions.
T h e r e is n o m i d d l e g r o u n d i n t h e w a r
between Pro-Life and Pro-Choice, or
so it seems to many of us not actively
involved in the demonstrations. Pick
up almost any newspaper on any
given day and there is bound to be
some input, in one form or another,
on the issue of abortion. Pro-Life cry
that abortion is murder of those w h o
cannot cry for themselves.
ProChoice scream at the outrage of
public intrusion into private affairs.
Can there possibly be one answer to
an issue that affects each woman (and
man) in a different way?
Just as
Einstein developed * the theory of
relativity which opened the universe
to mathematical logic, relativity must
also be stressed to open an
understanding of various positions
on major issues.
The woman with a hard-working
husband, 2.5 children, a house in the
suburbs and a garden club luncheon
once a week is in no position to
condemn abortion. Her life is secure,
the basic necessities are fulfilled
leaving time to be involved with her
children and the changing world
about her. She has time to attend PTA
meetings and express her opinions
regarding a system affecting her
children.
This woman should be
commended for taking an active part
in the future of her children. But,she
also wants to see that every child has

equal opportunities—even those not
yet born. Every life is sacred to her, a
miracle in the making. Shedecides to
stand up for her beliefs by joining her
local Pro-Life group. Perhaps she just
didn't have time to notice the article
in the local paper about the 18 year
old college girl drowning her
newborn son in the dormitory toilet.
Then there is t h e hard working
woman, with or without a hard
working spouse, intent on self
actualization. She has a nice home
and a good job. She has all the
material ability to provide security for
an infant. But when she thinks about
children, she thinks about
interrupted sleep on a continuous
basis. She remembers when her small
nephew spent the night with her and
threw up all over her pristine bed and
on the floor from the bedroom to the
bathroom, and then having to be up
with him the rest of the night. She
thinks about the disposable diaper
damage being done to our
e n v i r o n m e n t . If s h e i s m a r r i e d , s h e
thinks about the time once spent with
her husband declining as a newborn
continuously demands devoted
attention. She realizes a child would
disrupt her lifestyle and she is
unwilling to sacrifice this. Perhaps in
the future, after she has
accomplished what she had set out to
do, she may change her mind.
Science has come a long way in
making pregnancy safer for women
who wait to have children until their
late 30s or early 40s. At this time,
though, she conscientiously practices

>}

birth control.
If s h e b e c a m e
pregnant despite prevention, she
feels secure knowing abortion is an
o p t i o n . It w a s j u s t a f e w m o n t h s a g o
that she read about the newborn
infant found in a dumpster—dead.
But then there is the woman
struggling to secure the basic
necessities. Even though she must
miss a couple of hours work in order
to go to the health clinic to receive
birth control counseling and
updates, it is a responsibility she
undertakes because she knows she
cannot afford a child. How could she
give a child security when she
struggles to provide security for
herself?
An accidental pregnancy
would push her beyond her limits;
abortion, although emotionally
unsettling to her, is a n intelligent
alternative. This alternative is more
appealing than continuing an
unwanted pregnancy with smiling
adoptive parents waiting breathlessly
for her newborn. Although most
adoptive parents provide everything
the child would need, including love,
the horror stories about adoptive
parents mentally, physically and
sexually abusing the child they
couldn't wait to take home leave her
with a sick feeling in the pit of her
stomach.
And then there is the young
woman, still in h e r teens. Sex is
something everyone participates in,
don't they? Her parents believe she
will learn enough (even too much)
about the birds and the bees from her
continued to page 9

"/ have a feeling (actually, it's a hope)...
by Lawrence F. Specker
associate editor
I don't remember Earth Day 1970.
Don't hold it against m e . I was, after
all, only six months old at the time.
My first encounter with environmen
tal issues was to come later, when my
cub scout troop set out to raise
money by collecting aluminum cans.
I remember that we had to separate
the steel cans from the aluminum,
since the transition to recyclable
containers had not yet been
completed.

The environment only really came
to my attention in the last year or two,
and I must admit that most of my
concern comes from a couple of
unlikely sources.
The first is "Zodiac," a novel which
I read last year. I can't remember the
author's name, and I don't even
k n o w if y o u c a n s t i l l f i n d a c o p y . T h e
book is a highly entertaining sci-fi
novel which just happens to be
p a c k e d w i t h e n v i r o n m e n t a l f a c t . It l e t
me in on a few of the things I could be
doing.
I learned from MTV, too, although

>>

I hate to admit it. The network's little
spots of environmental alarmism are
far more direct than anything I've
seen from the big networks. It's rare
that TV slaps you with the ugly truth
and tells you what to d o about it. I
must admit that I prefer MTV's avantgarde style to the big three's "Oh, by
the way,the planet isgoingto hell in a
handbasket, not that we're going to
point any fingers' approach.
I have a feeling (actually, it's a
hope) that the environment will
become for the world today what
continued to page 8

"I'm trying to end this boy's fear...
I recently received a letter from a
10-year-old boy who expressed his
fear of a society dependent on drugs.
He asked for help to get the drug
dealers off the streets and behind
bars. This young boy was scared and
worried about his future due to
others taking drugs.
I'm trying to end this boy's fear by
passing tough drug laws and
sponsoring anti-drug education
programs.
For the fourth year, the
governor's drug policy board is
sponsoring a three day drug
awareness conference in Montgo
mery designed to educate everyone
about the harmful effects of alcohol
and drug use.
The Sixth
Annual Governor's
Conference of Drug Awareness is
scheduled for April 23-25 at the

Montgomery Civic Center. I will
open the conference at 9:00 a.m. The
morning adult workshops include:
Nicotine Addiction — Prevalence,
Health Effects and Strategies for
Control, Positive Parenting from the
Land of Oz, and The Magic Within.
The afternoon seminars will include
topics regarding: Street Drugs, issues
of Children form Chemically
Dependent Homes, AIDS and Drug
Abuse, Effective and Ineffective
School Programs, and Drugs of the
Nineties.
The youth conference will begin at
10:45 a.m. for children in grades 1-3.
They will be greeted by my wife,
Helen. After lunch they will be
offered several workshops, with the
day concluding with a.pep rally.
On the 24th, the youth conference
will center around children in grades

7-12 beginning at 8:30 a.m. The day
will be filled with workshops such as
Free by Choice, Medicine, Steroids
and Other Drugs, Drugs and the Law,
and Drugs and the Media.
The last day of t h e conference will
be set aside for children in grades 4-6.
They will be greeted by my wife and
the Director of the King's Ranch, Tom
continued to page 9

Send your
letters to the
editor to The
Exponent, UC
Room 1 04

Pulse
MCC, AED
The Medical Careers Club and AED
meet together to form a support
network for pre-med, pre-dental and
pre-veterinary students as well as
students interested in the health
allied field. We share information on
the application process, academic
skills and have the opportunity to
socialize with other students with
common interests. Our members
develop their leadership skills by
assuming officer positions within the
two clubs and by organizing
programs.
This quarter, we are planning a
variety of programs, including MCAT
review sessions and a trip to UAB's
Health Career Day. We are also
excited about hosting our own
Health Careers Day here at UAH!
All students interested in oufr club are
strongly encouraged to join us at our
next meeting on Friday, April 13, at
8:30 a.m. in U.C. Room 127. For
additional information contact
Maureen
Linehan 772-9706, Dr.
Moriarity 895-6045 or Laura Price8821429.

RIE C e n t e r
The AAMU-UAH Regional
Inservice Education Center is now in
the
process of
soliciting from
university faculty workshops for
public school teachers in the
following critical areas:
Administration and Supervision
English and Language Arts
Mathematics
Reading
Guidance and Counseling
Computers
Health
Special Education
Library Media
Science
Economics
Research and Development
If y o u a r e i n t e r e s t e d i n s e r v i n g a s a
consultant, please pick up a
Workshop Request Form from the
Inservice Education Center located
on the 1st floor of the LRC, Room
101A.
Should you need additional
information, pleas feel free to contact
Dr. Annie M. Wells, Director, at (205)
851-5772 or 851-5773.

Circle K
Circle K International is starting off
the quarter with many planned
events. This past week, some of our
members devoted their hours for the
Adult Education program. We taught
Math and English to some of the
public workers a n d it was alot of fun.
Not only did they learn from us. but
we learned from them too. We had a
great time. CKI members are
planning to come in one day a week.
Also, this Saturday we are holding
the 3rd Annual Easter Project with the

Chi-Ho kids. There will b e food,
games, and a surprise bunny as our
v i s i t o r s . ( D o n ' t t e l l t h e k i d s ) If y o u
w a n t m o r e i n f o , let u s k n o w . It will b e
a great event for the kids (and the
members).
There will be a Bacchus meeting
this Thursday, April 11, at 12:15 in the
U.C. Please come and bring a friend!
Remember!!! The Alabama vs.
Auburn baseball game is scheduled
o n April 1 7 , T u e s d a y n i g h t . It s h o u l d
be a blast! CKI isselling tickets in the
U.C. between 11-1 p.m. or catch any
CKI member or call 830-1791 for
m o r e i n f o . If y o u h a v e c l a s s , c o m e
afterwards! Hope to see you there!!!
Our meetings are held every
Tuesday nights at 8:15 p.m. in Room
1 2 7 . If y o u c a n ' t m a k e i t , j u s t g i v e m e a
ring a t 830-1791. I'll b e h a p p y t o talk
to you. Hope to see you soon!!!

IdEAS
The Industrial Energy Advisory
Service (IdEAS) at UAH will present a
seminar on "Management Strategies
for Energy Cost Control" in
Huntsville on April 19. ADECA's
Science, Technology and Energy
Division will sponsor t h e course. It
will b e held at Tom Bevill Center o n
the campus of UAH. Register by April
16 (call 1-800-VP-IDEAS) to reserve
your place.
Facility owners and managers will
learn how to detect unnecessary
energy use and cost. Also, how to
carry out proven strategies for
reducing energy costs. Each
participant will receive software for
energy-use analysis, besides other
training materials.
The $35 registration fee may be
paid at the seminar. Register or
request
further
information
by
calling 1-800-VP-IDEAS.

Board of Registrars
The Madison County Board of
Registrars will be on campus today,
Wednesda* April 11th, from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the University Center
lobby. All eligible persons w h o desire
to register to vote may do so at this
time. To be qualified, registrants must
be: citizens of the United States, 18
ye§rs of age or older, residents of
Madison County, Alabama, and free
of felony convictions.
All persons applying for voter
registration will need to know their
Social Security Number and will need
the names, addresses and phone
numbers of two persons who live in
Madison County, Alabama (other
than those living at the same address
as the one registering) who can
confirm they live in the county.

Amnesty
The use of the^eath penalty will be
the topic of discussion at the Amnesty
International meeting on Thursday

All clubs and organizations' announcements must be kept to 150 words or
less. This is to allow room for all announcements. Clubs and organizations are
not prohibited from exceeding the 150-word limit; however The Exponent
cannot guarantee that all of the announcement will be published. We will
make every effort to include all of the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit. The editor has final approval of all announcements in regards to
length, newsworthiness, questionable content, and poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to accompany
announcements; however, the photos will be printed on a space-available
basis. All photos should contain the following information: name of club
submitting photo, names of all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can
be cropped, if photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

night at 8:15. The meeting will be
held in UC room 127. Guest speaker
will be Elizabeth Duncan, State AntiDeath Penalty Coordinator from
Montgomery. Plans will also b e
discussed for the upcoming debate
on capital punishment in May. For
more information, call Denise at 8956572.

Political Science
The Political Science Club will have
its next meeting this Thursday, April
12th, at 12:45 p.m. in Morton Hall
Room 240. The organization is open
to all UAH students interested in
government, politics and public
policy. For more information contact
the Political Science office in Morton
Hall Room 250.

Writers' Con
The Second Annual Writers
Conference takes place on April 28,
1990 at Athens State College. The
guest of honor will b e H.E. Francis,
internationally known writer and
professor emeritus of UAH. He is the
author of prize winning short story
collections and former editor of
Poem magazine. Mr. Francis has
retired from teaching and iscurrently
working on a novel at his home in
Madrid.

Alpha Tau Omega
The brothers of the Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity would like to thank
the many that came out for our Rush
Party this past Saturday. It was fun,
and we would like to invite everyone
back to t h e next Rush Party, which is
this Saturday at the ATO House. Also,
the Viking Party date is set for May 19.
The ATO House has finally been
fixed up. We now have new carpet,
new felt on the pool table, and a great
stereo (thanks t o t h e fall pledge
class).
This past Saturday the Big Brothers
and Big Sisters organization had a
great Easter Egg Hunt for all the kids.
Thanks to all the Taus who helped in
this event. Congratulations goes out
to the Pikes, who won the penny
drop. They are donating the money
to Cerebral Palsy.
Congratulations goes to Trevor
Garner for
having the highest
fraternity pledge grade point
average. Keep up the good grades.
Some of the Taus took yet another
roadtrip this past weekend. This time
they went to Jacksonville State to
party with the ATO's down there.

SGA
Your Student Government
Association will be presenting a new
constitution later this ,month.
Dynamic and innovative ideas have
been integrated into this governing

document that prove to make it the
most supportive of student concerns
to date. Key components will b e
discussed openly at three public
forums to be held April 16,19, and 24
in t h e University Center. All students
are encouraged
to come, ask
questions, and participate. Look for
our colorful ads for specific times and
location. A ratification election will
follow the public forums on April 25
and 26.
The final draft of the proposed
constitution will appear next week,
April 18, in the Exponent. We urge
you to read through it, come to the
public forums, and actively support
the most influential governing body
at our university, YOUR Student
Government Association.

Kappa Delta
The ladies of Kappa Delta would
like to congratulate our new pledges.
They are Angie Bryan, Margaret
Dodson, Margori Lamberger, Amber
Smith,
Natalie Wu, and Susan
Yarbrough. We are also looking
forward to initiation, which will be
held on May 6. Congratulations to
Pipier Blevins, Stacey Bryant, Tracey
Cashon, Kim Hodges, Debbie
Mullen, and Connie Smith.
Congratulations to our winter pledge
class, who had the highest GPA
among Greek pledges. We would like
to recognize Katrina Evett, Kim
Hodges, Katie Hughes, Francie King,
and Kathy Wilson for making a 4.0
winter quarter. Congratulations to
Becky Lovvorn o n b e i n g n a m e d Pi
Kappa Alpha Dream Girl. Good luck
to Kappa Delta's nominees for Mr.
and Mrs. Greek who are Angie Stepp
and Kevin Smith. We would also like
to thank Katie Burroughs for all of her
hard work planning formal which we
be held o n May 26. We are all looking
forward to it. A candlight was held to
announce that MollySedenquest was
p i n n e d t o J o e DeBlackier, a Pi K a p p a
Alpha of SMU.

Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta would like to announce
the honors we recently received at
Province Weekend in Montgomery.
We received the Grimes-Sturkie
Award for excellence above all other
DZ chapters in the state for campus
position in rush, scholarship,
philanthropy, and many other areas.
We also received Merit Awards for
Pledge Education. These included
recognition for pledge GPA,
initiation percentage, and pledging
quota during Formal Rush. We also
received an Honorable Mention in
Social. Individual members honored
were Leigh Wright and Christie Dale.
The Grace Mason Lundy Award was
presented to Leigh Wright for her
outstanding service and loyalty to
Delta Zeta. She was recognized
nationally for best exemplifying the
ideals of our sorority. We are quite

later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every effort to
return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
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noon in case we have any questions. *
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proud of her because this is a
National award, only given to a select
number of girls each year. Way to go
Leigh! We wish you could have been
there! Also honored was Christie
Dale. She was chosen as outstanding
Delta Zeta Sophomore from all the
chapters in the state. She was
presented with the Francis Lewis
Pickens award for her contributions
to Delta Zeta and her involvement in
Campus activities. Congratulations
Christie! We are also glad that
Suzanne, Lena, Rhonda, Lisa, Kristy,
Jenny, Amy, Melissa, Janell, Anissa,
and Laura brought the house down
(with Denise's help) to win First Place
in the Fun Song Competition. We are
proud of you! Congratulations to
Kime Morris, who was formally
pledged March 28. We welcome her
to Delta Zeta. Two Candlelightings in
March revealed that Christie Dale is
lavaliered to Tommy Harmon of
Alpha Tau Omega, and Laura Curtis is
"hockey-sticked" to Randy Resik of
the Charger Hockey team.
Congratulations to both couples!

Delta Chi
The Brothers of Delta Chi would
like to let the Delta Zetas know how
much we enjoyed the Tahitti Sweetie
and congratulate them on a
successful and enjoyable party. We
also want to let everyone know we're
getting ready for our Spring Animal
House Party. It starts at eight, before
the Rocky Horror Picture Show. Our
Rush events came off well last
weekend; we had our prospects over
the house for dinner and took them
to the Tahitti Sweetie. Saturday, we
had a cookout and volleyball game at
the house. We've got the makings of
a great pledge class. Thanks to
everyone who's helped to put
together this group of prospective
members. We hope we'll be able to
greet them as brothers in the next few
months. A special congratulation to
Falcon...Finally got your wings, now
you can fly without help.

FMA
The Financial Management
Association Student Chapter would
like to thank our guest speakers at
our April 4 meeting: Lori Lawler,
Assistant Director of Career Planning
and Placement Office (CPPO) and
Kim Morris, also with CPPO. Lori
talked to the FMA members and
visitors about what CPPO offers. Her
topic was mainly about Job Search,
which was very informative. Lori will
continue this topic today, April 11, in
UC room 133 at 5 p.m. We certainly
appreciate Lori's assistance!
Kim Morris talked about the April
18 Job Fair and she asked for FMA
volunteers to help assist the CPPO
during this event by signing to be an
usher.
Kim encouraged the FMA
members and visitors to come since
th is wou Id be a good way to network.
Kim, we'll see ya at the Job Fair!
Remember, April and May is the
FMA membership drive, so if you
want to learn more about FMA,
please stop by at UC room 100-B and
ask for Toni Morgan, Director of
Student Activities. She will be glad to
talk to you.
The FMA president attended the
Student Leadership Banquet and
Awards Ceremony on April 3 and she
would like to congratulate the DPMA
president, Allan Fegenbush, on
receiving the Student Leadership
Award for 1989-90. Congrats, Allan!
The Division of Student Affairs did a
terrific job organizing the banquet
and the ceremony.

Sigma Chi Gamma
The brothers of Sigma Chi Gamma
would like to welcome our newest
little sister to the handbasket, Wendy
Summers of Power 93.
She has
helped us out a lot in our various
projects, and we're really glad to have
her along.
Thanks to everyone who helped to
make our second Rush party on
Saturday night a success. We expect
good things from this quarter's
pledge class.
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Panhellenic
The
Panhellenic officers and
delegates have taken office for 1990.
They are:
Esther Anderson,
President; Kelly Baster, Vice
President/N PC Rush; Janice
Showers, Vice President/NPHC
Rush; Jodi Preston, Secretary; Tonia
Hollands, Treasurer; Cathe Beebe,
Chi Omega Delegate; Lena Thomas,
Delta Zeta Delegate and Angie Stepp,
Kappa Delta Delegate. Good luck in
the coming year!
The rush counselors for 1990 have
also been selected. They will be:
from Chi Omega—Cathe Beebe,
Rebecca Dalzell, Stephanie Gilmore
and alternate Marisa Benavides;
from Delta Zeta—Wendy Campbell,
Dawn Ezell, Kim Smith and alternate
Rachel Watts; from Kappa DeltaLaura Blount, Angie Stepp, Kathy
Wilson and alternate Katie
Burroughs.
Congratulations and
good luck!
I hope everbody is looking forward
to Greek Week, April 16-21.
Activities will include a free movie
(provided by ACE), jersey day and a
charity dance marathon. If you have
any questions about Greek Week, ask
your Panhellenic or IFC delegate or
officer.

Chi Omega
The sisters of Chi Omega would
like to welcome Christell Hendren,
Tracey Kelly and Katy Langille who
accepted their bids last week.
Congratulations!
The Student Leadership Banquet
proved to be a great success for Chi
Omega.
OUr chapter received
awards for Highest GPA and Most
Improved GPA. We would like to

congratulate Janet Glotzbach who
received an award for Highest Pledge
GPA. Rebecca Dalzell, Amy Dickson,
Karlin Henze and Dena Livingston
were all selected for Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Marie
Bolivar was chosen by the Lancers as
one of the Outstanding Freshman
Leaders.
A special congratulation
goes out to Amy Dickson who was
awarded the honor of Most
Outstanding Student Leader!
Chi Omega would like to say great
job to Kim and Laura for their
smashing performances in The Best
Little Whorehouse in Texas. Way to
go! Congratulations also go out to
Amy Smith who is now pinned to Pi
Kappa Alpha's Clete Blankenship.
Chi Omega is celebrating the 95
anniversary of our founding this
month. We are looking forward to all
of the fun and exciting activities
planned with our alumni as well as
our semi-formal.
Have a great
weekend everybody and good luck
to our volleyball team!!

Job Fair
The 13th Annual UAH Job Fair will
be held on Wednesday, April 18, in
the UC lobby from 9 a.m. until 4:30
p.m.
Many organizations will be
represented at information booths
during the event. Although some
organizations may request certain
majors, they may employ others as
well so you are encouraged to talk
with all the representatives. For more
information, contact the CPPO office
at 895-6612. '

OF YOUR
LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.

t

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

The Christmas Seal People®

NEW BREAKFAST
beginning April 16th
Monday - Friday 6 - 1 0 a.m.
i
Sausage Gravy Biscuit

69<t

Check with the School of Nursing lor dates a
Navy representative will be on campus. For
immediate information call 1-800-284-6289.

NAVY NURSE

We are proud to announce that we
have begun a new philanthropic
effort with Troop 382 of the Boy
Scouts of America. They are a troop
of nine boys who meet at Ascension
Lutheran Church on Oakwood.
About half of our chapter are exscouts so we look forward to working
with them. Thanks to John Davis,
their Scoutmaster, for accepting our
help.
We would also like to wish Scott
Dickinson the best of luck during his
tour of duty with the National Guard
during the next month.
Sigma Chi Gamma Thought for the
Week:
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Goldfish.

HAMBURGERS
Governors Drive location only £

>n areTomorrow.
on are the Navy.
^VWW-VWVYVVWVWWWVSAAAAAA/WWVVVVVVW^VVVVVVVVWl
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more EDITORIALS
"Earth Day is more than a symbolic occasion...
Earth Day is more than a symbolic
occasion or a single day to celebrate
our love for life, humanity, and
nature. It should be different from a
Fourth of July or a Thanksgiving Day,
which represent special events.
While people may need one day of
ritual that is set aside to give respect
for the living planet and all its
participants, every day of every year
from now to eternity should be a time
of respect for the earth and all the
living inhabitants.
This will call for different attitudes
and different values than are
presently held by most earthlings,
primarily Americans. Uniess there is a
wrenching change of heart, spirit,
and action, there won't be an earth to
celebrate. We are currently
destroying our world environmental
ly at an alarming rate, and we sit on a

powder keg of nuclear and military
energy that may well destroy us.
Simply put, we must find ways to stop
destroying ourselves now, not later..
And we must seriously think about it,
not casually or flippantly or
incidentally.
The modern world has brought us
great advantages and comforts, but
not without a very high price. We
have c'ome to accept our
technologies and our economies so
easily, so assuredly, so confidently,so
unquestioningly that we refuse to
examine our beliefs. Yet we have
been told over and over by social
critics, environmentalists, scientists,
and theologians for the last hundred
years that people must find ways to
live with our technologies and our
affluence without losing our moral
purpose, our strength of character,

PACKARD BELL

America grew up listening to us. It still does.
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and our very environment — the One
Earth Ecosystem upon which we are
all dependent. The world economy
has been on a roll in the last few
decades, almost as if its own power
cannot be controlled. Consequently,
the destruction of the environment,
the misuse of people, and the
exploitation of natural resources
have reached alarming proportions.
One does not have to be a prophet to
sense that we must change our beliefs
and attitudes if we are going to
survive and live well into the twentyfirst century.
What are the new values and
attitudes and beliefs vvc must accept
and make work for us? Surprisingly,
these are not new values; they have
existed in the great religions and
classical cultures for millennia. They
are truly Christian, Jewish, Moslem,
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Buddhist, and Hindu values. They
represent both male and female, all
ages, all races, and all ethnic people.
They are universal values -inalienable rights and responsibili
ties if you will — that only need to be
rediscovered and allowed to capture
our imaginations as a public
philosophy. What are they? For
starters let me describe a few, one by
one.
First, there must be a reverence for
life, similar to that pronounced by
Jesus, by Francis of Assisi, by
Mahatma Gandhi, by Albert
Schweitzer. This implies non
violence,not killing wantonly and
cruelly and unjustly. It means a
respect for nature, a learning to live
with nature, not against nature.
Second, we must live a life of
moderation, not one of excess, or of
rash and intemperate prodigality.
This implies control of our actions,
seeking reasonable directions in the
management of our daily affairs. It
implies seeking harmony, balance,
and equilibrium, much as the great
sages, Confucius an Aristotle, for
example, talked of moderation. This
means ultimately that we cannot
pursue profit without control; we
cannot live a life of greed.
Third, we must learn all over again
how to be frugal, to save, and not to
waste. This is a most difficult
requirement for affluent and wouldbe affluent people, because we are
pummeled daily with messages that
we must consume, spend, and obtain
more possessions. But we must learn
to live with less even in these times
when we are enticed to spend more.
Fourth, we must learn how to
share, to cooperate, to refound our
communities, in short, how best to
interact with each other so that we
can avoid war, destruction, hatred,
and violence. It means following the
simple rule, love thy neighbor. It
means democracy, the sharing of
power among the governed; the
negotiation among all parties, not
just those with "special interests," in
the working out of our rights and
responsibilities. This also means the
giving up of our selfishness, or the
"culture of narcissism," that seems
so blatant and pervasive today.
Fifth, and lastly, we must learn to
use our reason, to utilize our
common sense, to keep an open
mind, to be reasonable in selecting
alternative solutions. This implies a
deeper search for more lasting truths
than the mere acceptance of the
ephemeral, or the relative
experience, or the particular datum,
as if these reductionist bits
substituted for truth. Perhaps we
should listen to Socrates and Plato
and Aristotle that we go beyond
"opinion" to "truth" and at least that
we use our reason to determine our
decisions and to guide our actions.
This implies honesty, openness, and
the discussion which is aboveboard
in the search for and understanding
of truth.
Note closely that these values are
all of a piece. They fit together; one
implies another. If the New Earth Day
is to have meaning it will requireall of
us to rethink our values so that we
humans can get control of our lives in
such a fashion that we protect our
own vital interests, our very planet,
Earth.
by Dr. Thomas A. Brindley
Department of Education, i AH
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more EDITORIALS
I saw your questionnaire on abortion in the...Exponent...
I saw your questionnaire on
abortion in the April 4 Exponent. I
have read several letters on this issue
in this paper and in the Huntsville
Times. I have known ladies who have
had abortions, ladies who have had
unplanned children, ladies who

could not conceive, and a nurse who
assisted in abortions. One lady
thought her children were gifts from
God. but she had no idea there was a
physical basis for this miracle.
I personnally would not have an
abortion r ega r d I e ss t of the

...the three r's of environmental
awareness are not esoterica
continued from page 4

World Wars one and two were for
America in the past: a unifying cause.
Not just a cause that makes us pull
together, but one which we all want
to work together on. A cause for
which we put aside petty concerns
and differences for the greater good.
I can't think of anyone who could,
with a grain of intelligence or
morality, object to cleaning up our
act. Only the most shortsighted of
meatheads would object...
Speaking of meatheads, The
Exponent has received a packet from
the near-mythical John Birch Society
warning us to avoid the "Earth Day
Hysteria" sweeping the country. If I
am able to sum up the Birchers'
objections in a coherent manner, I
will do so for you next week.
Reduction, Recycling, and Reuse,
the three Rs of environmental
awareness, are not esoterica. They
are about to be the norm. They do

not involve any outlandish or
expensive efforts on your part, so
learn about them and make them a
part of your life.
The Huntsville Times reports that
over a hundred tons of recyclable
garbage was collected last week by
Huntsville's curbside recycling
program. This is stunning, but more
impressive is the fact that 76 percent
of all households on last Thursday's
route participated, and 43 percent
participated in Friday's route.
This date occupied a small part of
Sunday's paper, but it's big news. A
hundred tons? 73 percent? Wow! If
you were thinking few people cared
about recycling in the here and now,
you were far wrong. And the
program is just starting.
As human beings, it behooves you
and I to find our what to do and do it.
As Associate Editor of this paper, it
behooves me to help you in this
effort. Let's get to work.

circumstances and feel abortion is
justified only in cases of incest or
where the mother's life is threatened.
Initiators of incest should be dealt
with legally. But women throughout
history have had abortions, legally or
otherwise - even by their own hand.
Therefore I would support medically
safe abortions.
My support is conditional. I think
the main focus should be education.
A lady seeking an abortion should be
required to attend a counselling
session of some sort at least 24 hours
before the abortion is to take place.
The session should include an
explanation of what causes
pregnancy, how to prevent it,

statistics showing how long childless
couples must wait on adoption lists,
and how to deal with the feelings
(often unanticipated) that occur after
having an abortion, as well as what is
happening during the abortion.
A second abortion is something I
find intolerable. Abortion should not
be used as a form of birth control
when so many other options are
available. Someone seeking a second
abortion is saying "I can't control it",
whether "it" is her lifestyle,
emotions, or hormones. I believe that
a lady should consent to sterilization
before a second abortion is
performed.
Melanie H. Hazelrig

THE SPACE AND ROCKET CENTER
We are currently interviewing for friendly, public oriented individuals
to fill immediate part-time and seasonal positions at the World's largest
Space Museum as:
*

Floor

Guides/Simulator

Operator
* Gift Shop Cashiers
* Guest Services Rep.
*Custodians
* Ticket Sales Cashiers
WE OFFER:
* Food & Merchandise discounts
* Uniforms

* Computer Aide
* Bus Drivers
* Mews Bureau Clerk
* Lecturer
* Food Service Workers

* Complimentary Admissions
* Mo late night closing

Working hours may vary depending on the position and may involve
working w e e k d a y s -morning/afternoon & weekends periodically.
Experience working with the public desired.
Interested applicants apply at once to:
THE SPACE AND ROCKET CENTER
ONE TRANQUILITY BASE
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35807
721-7128
FDF

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Armv ROTC
leadership training With pay. without obligation.
You11 develop thediscipline, confidence and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in anv career
.And you11qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

EATING RIGHT IS HIGHLY LOGICAL.
CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
AT 1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE
NUTRITION INFORMATION.
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"Each of these scenarios can and does exist/'
continued from page 4

peers so they never really sit down
with her and talk rationally about sex
and contraception. A simple "Don't
have sex till you're married" is felt to
be sufficient. Besides, their daughter
is a good girl—she would never do
something like thatl
But teenage
peer pressure is more prominent that
the passing of factual information
along a teenage circuit. Since the
parents have taken a non-involved
stance, guess who will have the
greatest impact on this impres
sionable young woman? Contracep
tion is the last thing on her mind
when "the boy next door" convinces
her to "go all the way." The myth
among uninformed teenage girls
(and boys) that you can't get
pregnant on the first time is blown all
to hell and back when she misses her
second period.
The first missed
period her mother attributes to

teenage stress, which she readily
accepts.
But the second missed
period forces harsh reality on an
immature young mind. What will she
do? She knows she is not capable of
taking care of a baby, but should she
tell her parents? If they haven't been
close enough to communicate
openly in the past, this crises
probably won't bring about any
major communication changes now.
If abortions are illegal, perhaps her
friends know of someone who will
help her. After all, drugs are illegal
but they are still bought, sold and
traded every day. She will raise the
money somehow. If her parents find
out and the heat is too much, she can
always run away. She may not be
capable of taking care of a baby but
she can take care of herself! She can
go to Hollywood and become an
actress (she was in the senior class
play and everyone told her how good

she was and was she planning on
pursuing a career in acting?) or
perhaps go to New York and become
a waitress. And she can always get
help from her friends. Her parents
never thought it necessary to discuss
the evening news; the underground
abortion clinic where a young
woman died from an aneurysm
caused during an illegal abortion was
not something her parents deemed
important to relay and discuss.
*
*
*
*
Each of these scenarios can and do
exist. But for each scenario there is an
unlimited number of combinations
and permutations so that one
concrete solution, absolute for every
scenario irrelevant to circumstances,
is not only unrealistic—it is
unattainable.
In view of this, the decision to have
an abortion, continue an unplanned
pregnancy and raise the child or

Applications are now being accepted for

allow him to be adopted, the decision
to abort a fetus endangering a
mother's life or even a decision to
abort due to known malformations or
genetic handicaps cannot be made
by anyone other than the woman (or
couple) in the relative circumstance.
It is very difficult for anyone to walk a
mile in another's shoes, especially if
those shoes are unbearable
constrictive.
Therefore, no one
person can understand a particular
situation unless it has been
experienced personally. Perhaps the
abortion actively sought and legally
carried out is an indication of the
acceptance of reality rather than the
immoral act of anJndividual looking
for "the easy way out."

" I honestly believe
every family
member can
benefit...
continued from page 4

ORIENTATION '90
Peer Counselors must

UAH Students in good academic
standing
Able to positively represent UAH to
entering students and parents

Owen. The day will be complete with
workshops and a pep rally.
As a special addition to this year's
conference, a family conference has
been planned. It will be held on April
23 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. so working
parents can attend with their families.
Deputy Director of the White House
Drug Control Policy Office Judge
Reggis Walton will be the guest
speaker.
This year's conference also will
include a special session pertaining to
the problems created when women
addicted to narcotics or alcohol
become pregnant. This meeting will
be held April 24from 8:00a.m. to 3:00
p.m. and is sponsored by the
Alabama Department of Public
Health. There is a $25 registration fee.
The meeting will be at the student
affairs building on the Auburn
University at Montgomery campus.
I honestly believe every family
member can benefit from this
conference and I hope you will be
able to attend. If you have questions
about the event, please call 242-7126.
Guy Hunt
Governor

Available on a part-time basis
throughout the summer
You're

Salary:

$200.00 plus $200.00 Tuition Assistance

Applications are available in Student Development
Services, Room 113 of the University Center.
Deadline for completed application is May 18, 1990.

astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor Frankl's
"Existential
Vacuum?
And you're
still smoking?
U.S. Department ol Health & Human Seniles
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Features

Philips struggles with flaws of "The First Power"
by Lawrence F. Specker
associate editor
Lou Diamond Philips has high
hopes for his latest movie, "The First
Power." His role in it is the first
straightforward lead in a while for the
actor, who has been featured in
movies as diverse as "Stand and
Deliver" and "Young Guns." Philips
is anxious to show (before "Young
Guns 2" hits theatres everywhere)
that he is capable of carrying a film on
his own.
While Philips does make his point
with his work in "The First Power," he
is unfortunately unable to do so in a
dramatic manner. Though he does

carry the film to a great extent,
sharing it only with his leading lady,
"The First Power" just isn't much of a
film to be carrying. Worse yet, Philips
is not always able to hide the
leakiness of the movie's threadbare
plot.
"The Third Power" is a horror
movie along the lines of "The
Seventh Sign" and many, many
others. A demonic killer has popped
out of the Book of the Apocalypse
and into the streets. It is up to the
hero to hunt Mephistopheles' merry
minion down, with the aid of various
mystics, psychics, and occult
archeologists. Once the hero has
located the demonic perp, he must

Photos by Ricky Howard.

The UAH Children's Hour program recently got onto the environmental
bandwagon by planting a tree in a parking lot median.
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there is no wayfor himtoavoid doing
and saying the things the script
requires him to.
The only consolation (if there is
any) is that almost all of his costars,
the ones whose characters go
through any sort of development,
face the same difficultyand fare far
worse than Philips does.
If he is lucky, Lou Diamond Philips
will not suffer for being in this movie.
Even if his performance is
recognized, his best hope isthat "The
First Power" will make a few bucks
and fade into obscurity. Philips can
land roles in better movies than this;
and moviegoers can easily find better
movies than this.

dispose of it using the proper rituals
and holy artifacts.
While movies of this genre can be
original and quite scary, "The First
Power" is neither. It isn't even
shocking, thanks to direction that lets
the audience realize what is going to
happen minutes before it actually
does. The movie opens door after
door of possibility, but explores none
of them beyond the initial cliches
each presents.
As for Lou Diamond Philips, he
generally shows talent, but also
youth. This is not bad in itself, but his
character looks far too young to have
the history he is supposed to have.
His main problem, though, is that
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more FEATURES
6^! Bill Cosby to
appear at
VBCC
Superstar comedian, actor and
author Bill Cosby will appear in the
round at the Von Braun Civic Center
Arena on Friday, June 1 at 8:00 pm.
Reserved seat tickets go on sale on
Tuesday, April 10 at the VBCC ticket
office and all FASTIX locations
including Parisian stores in
Huntsville, Decatur, Florence,
Tuscaloosa and Montgomery and
Belk Hudson stores in Anniston and
Gadsden and The Little Professor
Bookstore in Huntsville. Credit card
phone orders may be placed by
calling 551-2345 or 1-800-277-1700. A
convenience charge will be added to
all tickets purchased over the phone
and at outlets.
With his television show at the top
of the ratings for three years in a row
and his book Fatherhood heading the
best seller list for over twenty-five
weeks Bill Cosby is one of the most
recognizable personalities in the
world today. His humor often centers
on the basic cornerstone of our
existance, seeking to provide an
insight into our roles as parents,
children, family members, and men
and women.
Bill Cosby points out the humor in
our lives, and in doing so, he touches
our hearts. Because of this, his appeal
is not restricted to any specific group.

Edgerton Draws
large crowd to HLA
lecture series
by Suzanne D. Neumann
features reporter
Over a hundred people turned out
at the Huntsville Public Library to see
and speak to author Clyde Edgerton
Sunday evening as part of the
Huntsville Literary Association's
Major Authors lecture series.
Mr. Edgerton read selections from
his books Raney, Walking Across
Egypt, and The Floatplane Notebooks'
and also gave the audience a preview
of his forthcoming novel due out in
January 1991. He also entertained
with a few songs, some taken from his
novels and others just for fun.
An immensely talented and
personable man, Edgerton teaches
English and Education at St. Andrews
Presbytarian College in North
Carolina and play folk music
professionally in addition to writing
popular regional fiction. He grew up
in rural North Carolina and has
earned undergraduat and graduate
degrees at the University of North
Carolina at Chappel Hill.
Mr. Edgerton told the crowd that
he draws from people and situations
in his own life. When asked about all
the "wierdos" in his books, Mr.
Edgerton replied, "Those are my
family."
The lecture was topped off with a
small reception in the lobby of the
library auditorium where Mr.
Edgerton signed copies of his novels
and answered questions.
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Batch

by Marshall & Cravens

THERE ARE TEW AREAS
ON EARTH AS BLEAK AND
DESOLATE AS THE
ARCTfC TUNDRA.

HERE THERE IS NO
EVIDENCEOE AWHFNG
HAN MADE NOTHING
WRIT- WHAT'S THAT?

COULD tr BE A S/6N
OE A RACE THAT EXPIRED
LONG AGO?

HEY LOOK.' EWCH
5 RUNNING IN

Tt€ EXPONENT/

WHERE'S THE BAKING SODA

I BROUGHT OVER

PUT IN HERE7

TO

Friday the 13th, of ^pril

Smothers Brothers
charm audience
by Suzanne D. Neumann
features reporter

Chili and Ribs at the

"Texas Chainsaw
Massacre"

Scares start at 6:00 p.m. in the UC Exhibit Hall
on the GIANT screen
Sponsored by the Association for Campus Entertainment

The Smothers Brothers charmed
their audience at the VBCC last
Thursday evening, myself included.
Having been only two years old when
the Smothers were on television 20
years ago, I found their brand of
comedy quite refreshing.
I was almost surprised to find that
comedians could be funny without
using a four letter word every other
minute. While the Smothers never
quite got the audience rolling in the
aisles the Andrew Dice Clay might,
their show would have been rated PG
at most. The Brothers, despite all
their trademark bickering and
corniness, are just plain nice. They
don't have to offend to get a laugh.
The show did tend to be highly
formulaic; Tom and Dick start a song,
Tom ruins the song, Dick starts a fight
about it, they bicker, and finally they
end the song. The formula works fine
for a while, but by the third time you
wish they would just finish the song
and get on with it.
They were saved from their own
repetitiveness by their piano player,
Michael Preddy, an extremely gifted
musician (he has a Master of Music
degree from the University of
Houston and has played Carnegie
Hall) and a capable funnyman in his
own right. His duelling instruments
duet with Tom, ending with Preddv
playing Flight of the Bumble Bee was
a highpoint of the evening.
Also excellent was the final sketch,
Yo-Yo Man.
Tom Smothers runs
around the stage impressing the
audience with his skill doing yo-yo
tricks. Corny as it sounds, Tom is
amazing. The only fault I found with
this segment of the show was that it
started way too late in the evening.
Despite the Smothers Brothers'
formulaic, old-fashioned approach
to humor, they put on a good show.
But maybe after years of John
Belushis, Eddie Murphies, and Dice
Clays, some good old-fashioned,
mild-mannered comedy is what we
need. I for one will be looking for the
>mothers in syndication.
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Batch

by Marshall ACravens
ARE YOU SURE YOU
CAN AFFORD

. THIS'

Chamber Music
Guild to present
Trio Amade
The Huntsville Chamber Music
Guild will present a concert this
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the-Roberts
Hall Recital Hall. The concert will
feature the Trio Amade, preceded by
a preconcert lecture.
The Trio, featuring piano, violin,
and cello, will play a selection of
music including Josef Haydn's Trio in
G Major, Johannes Brahms' Sonata in
D Minor, Op. 108. Aaron Copland's
Sonata for Violin and Piano (1943) and
Felix Mendelssohn's Trio in D Minor,
Op. 49.
Frances Schwemmer, a private
piano teacher, will deliver the
preconcert lecture. A backstage
reception will be held after the
concert.
Tickets are available at A.B. Stevens
•Music. Nonstudent admission will be
$12.00 at the door. For more
information, call 895-6436 or 8838926.
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Cannonball •

BATCH' iN/NS THE GOLD/
THE CROHDGOtS U//LD

TAKE CARE OF
TOUR LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN.
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1ne Cinstmas Sea' People *

THIS WEEK "AT THE MOVIES

Come and bring your friends. We'll see you at the movies!
A l l f i l m s d o n a t e d b y Cobb P r i m e T i m e V i d e o o n S o u t h P a r k w a y .
A l l m o v i e s a r e FREE a n d a r e s p o n s o r e d b y t h e
Association for Campus Entertainment
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
is now accepting applications for 1990-91
All applicants must be enrolled at UA!I for three of the upcoming four terms, and work year-round. Directors must
maintain a minimum C.P.A. of 2.0. post at least eight office hours a week, attend weekly meetings, and abide by the policv and
procedure of A.C.E. and the University. Terms last from June 1. 100f> through May 31. l^l. Accepted candidates must
attend a mandatory orientation session and begin a month-long training period in May 1YQU.
Applications may be picked up at the University Center Information Desk or in the A.C.E. office, room 10ft of the University
Center. If vou have questions about any of the positions, contact Brian C ollins. A.t '.E. President, at 895-M28.

DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS IS 5:00 p.m., FRIDAY, APRIL 13.
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The following positions are available and have j salary of 5» 120.0b

month:

CABARET DIRECTOR: The Cabaret Series recently launched Mom's Coffehouse. which presents new entertainers each
week In the past Caoaret has also presented other forms of live entertainment and produced concerts such as
Hoodoo Gurus and others The position requires a dedicated individual who enjoys working in the field of
contemporary entertainment
FILM AND VIDEO DIRECTOR The Film Series provides a wide variety of films for the student body on a regular basis
and organizes large events such as outdoor movies, free food nights, and theatre buyouts The position
requires a creative individual who can program events that appeal to a wide variety of people.
LECTURES AND SYMPOSIUM DIRECTOR The Lecture Series presents a wide variety of speakers, from educational
and serious issues, such as the upcoming debate between Phyllis Schlafly and Sarah Weddington. to popular
entertainers such as Mr. Sulu from Star Trek. George Takei.
PERFORMING ARTS DIRECTOR University Playhouse presents a wide variety of plays throughout the year As
Performing Arts Director, you will be responsible for producing these plays from auditions through the final
curtain This position requires some theatre experience and extreme devotion.
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR The Publicity Director coordinates promotional support for all activities presented by A C E A
wide variety of advertising mediums are used including radio cablevision direct mail, newspapers, and flyers
This position requires an energetic individual with new ideas
SPECIAL EVENTS DIRECTOR Traditionally, this position supervises the planning and organ zation of Fall Fest,
Homecoming, and Spring Fest while planning several smaller events throughout the year However. Special
Events covers a wide variety of events and requires an individual with good planning and organization skills as
well as ideas for new activities to present for the student body
Additionally. A.C.E. :.•> nlvuvs looking for volunteer members. It" vou are not interested in a Director's position, but want to
get involved in campus events, please submit an application and note that you are applying for a \olunreer position.
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more NEWS
Wide range of activities planned for Earth Day 1990
The following calendar of Earth
Day 1990 campus activities will be
augmented periodically. All campus
Earth Day activities are free.
April 16-22: Earth Week on the
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Campus! UAH UC Lobby reserved
April 16-17 and 19-20 for campus
organizations to display posters,
banners, etc. Campus Audit,
coordinated by Dr. Mike Eley
(205/895-6361), will post results.
April 16: UAH Earth Week
Opening Ceremony. Proclamation of
Earth Week on the UAH campus by
the University President, Dr. Louis
Padulo. Earth Day information booth
open in the UAH University Center
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Contact
Kim Thomas (721-5139) for details.
The Association For Campus
Entertainment (895-6428) will show

an environmental movie. Title to be
announced. Energy Day and other
videos will be shown at the Earth Day
information booth in the UC.
April 17: Hawkwind, a group that
seeks to study and emulate the Native
American way of life, will be at the
Earth Day booth (tentative).
Hawkwind will also deliver an
environmental lecture at 8:15 p.m. in
Roberts Hall room 419. Contact Helga
Thompson (881-4426) for details.
Recycling Day and other videos will
be shown at the Earth Day
information booth.in the UC.
April 18: The Earth Day information
booth will be moved to the Research
Institute for the day. A panel
discussion, "Solid Waste Manage
ment in the 1990s" will be held at 8:15
p.m. in the Roberts Hall Recital Hall.
Contact Jessie Emerson (544-6909 or

721-5384) for details. The Exponent,
which will hopefully use green ink
and recycled paper, will be dedicated
to Earth Day.
April 19: Green Day—everyone on
campus is urged to wear green in
honor of
Earth Week. The
Association for Campus Entertain
ment will show an environmental
movie, title TBA. Earth Day activities
will be held o n and around campus.
Presently included are: A solar
fountain outside the UC (contact
Leonard Adcock at 895-6707); an
electric car shuttle service (contact
Leroy Slater at 895-6707); a cosmic ray
detector project at the Johnson
Research Center between 1:00 and
3:00 p.m. (contact Chris Thoburn at
895-6917); a global warning/weather
data scan at the Research Institute, A
wing, between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m.

(contact Greg Cox at 895-6257); and
campus recycling center tours
(contact Campus Recycling at 8956361). For additional listings, contact
Sarah McKinney (544-6835 or 5395363).
The Green Day Environmental Fair
will feature displays, workshops,
audiovisuals, and more. A
Transportation Day video will b e
show at the UC information booth
from 8:00 a.m.^to 3:00 p.m.; the
Johnson Research Center will host
Project INFLATE and a display of TVA
Environmental and Energy Education
Materials Display. Many others to be
added—contact
Sarah
McKinney
(544-6835) for details.
April 20: Neat Pete and Polly Proud
will visit the University Daycare
Center at 8:30 a.m. A Toxics Day
video will be shown at the UC
information booth.
April 21: An early morning or early
evening birdwalk will be held. For
further information, call Bernie
Levine (895-6361) at the Johnson
Research Center, or Chris Brazelton
o r Jeff Reed (1-800-228-5897). Call the
same numbers for information on the
Project WILD workshop to be held at
the Johnson Research Center
between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The
UAH Bagathon will begin at 9:00 a.m.
at University Housing. Contact Jeff
Reed (895-6847, 895-6361, or 1-800228-5897). Bags will b e provided by
the Huntsville Clean Community.

Lightfoot competes
in auditions

a different
set of jaws.
FILMS INCORPORATED

S A T U R D A Y , A P R I L 2 1 , 7990
72.00 MIDNIGHT
UNIVERSITY CENTER EXHIBIT HALL

Aleisa Lightfoot, a freshman music
major here at UAH competed in the
regional auditions of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing.
Lightfoot competed against
freshman women from across the
southeastern United States and was
judged within the final six vocalists
from this region.
She is an applied voice student of
Dr. R. Paul Crabb, associate professor
of music at UAH.

TAKECARE
OF TOUR
LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.

57.00 U A H S T U D E N T S
$5.00 GENERAL PUBLIC

SPONSORED BY THE ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT
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The Christmas Seal People®
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more NEWS
DSA awards honor outstanding student leadershi
continued from page 7

for his work above and beyond the
standard.
Also receiving special recognition
was Dr. Stephen Floyd who was
named the "Outstanding Student
Group Advisor" for his sponsorship
of DPMA. Fisher said, "Under the
guidance of Dr. Floyd, students are in
the process of establishing a local
professional DPMA Chapter . . The
members of the DPMA nominated
him for this award on the basis of his
leadership, guidance, dedication and
support."
A special award was presented by
Carol Ann Vaughn, Lancer president,
to C. Lane Hosmer as the most
outstanding freshman leader.
Hosmer not only received a plaque
and a certificate from Dr. Padulo but
a number of gift items from the UAH
Book Store. Hosmer was honored for
his work as cabaret director for ACE,
establishing MOM's, serving on a
number of committees and his work
with the University Playhouse. He is
the first recipient of this award.
Also honored with special
recognition:
The IEEE Autonomous Microelec
tronic Vehicle Team: Leader Austin
Morgan, Robert Couey, Gary Culp,
Shirley Hunter, Libby Kemp, Sue
Kosten, James Matthews, Dawn
Miller, Susan Neale, Richard Shrader,
Kenny Swinehart, Sandra Taylor,
Steve Vest, Darryl Waters and Kathy
Whisenant;
i he DPMA Mcintosh Training
Project: Team leader Michelle Hale,
Helen Black, Noma Daily, Chuck
Escriba, Allan Fegenbush, Michael

Gillaspy, Cindy O'Barr, Kenneth
Prince, Miranda Pringle, and Brian
Strachan;
The Association of College Unions
International Games Tournament
Team: Bernardo Batong, Steve
Counters, Qiying Fu, Jeremy Hodges,
Kenneth Earl Johnson, Charles
Meidinger, Doris Ray, and Tim
Varano;
The Resident's Assistants: Danita
Clarke, Diana Francis, Tanya Hollins,
Tom Kelly, Ben Masters, Tim
Mullinix, Lisa Mullins, Jeff Reed,
Cathy Shrader, and Tom Thammachote.
The Lancers: Laura Atkins, Cheryl
Bankston, Jaime Cifuentes, Robbin
Collier, Hiram Crisler, Marsha Dailey,
Christie Dale, Rebecca Dalzell, Amy
Dickson, Ralph Drensek, Dino
Ferrante, Vvette Garner, Steve
Kasprzak, Barbara Long, Julie Moore,
Andy Mote, Patrick Rasco, Jana
Sadler, Denis Skapski, Amy Smith,
Suzanne Smith, Carol Ann Vaughn
and Kathleen Wilson;
The College Bowl Teams: UAH
winning team — Laura Layman, Kylen
Whitaker and Ladye Wilkinson.
Regional Team — Richard Ashmead,
James Brock Jr., Mark Hammonds,
Paul O'Connor, Marian Sampson,
and Ladye Wilkinson.
Campus Greek organizations were
recognized for their academic
achievements. Chi Omega was given
awards for the sorority with the
highest GPA and with the most
improved GPA. Delta Chi was the
fraternity with the highest GPA, while
Sigma Chi Gamma had the most
improved GPA. Awards were also

Mid-East & American
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Dr. Louis Padulo and Amy Dickson, 'Most Outstanding Student Leader."
Photo by Rudy Setiawan.

given to the pledge and the active
members who achieved the highest
CPA's.
Also honored were UAH Students
chosen for "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges": Ramona Arndt, Linda
Bagley, Anthony Bamgbose, Rebecca
Breeding, David Brown, Maureen
Clark, Robbin Collier, Michael Conn,
Francis Crow, Rebecca Dalzell, Amy
Dickson, Ralph Drenzek, Jennifer
Grace, David Hardiman, Ricky
Hawkins, Karlin Henze, Tanya
Hollins, Christie Honeycutt, James
Hunley, Miranda James, Charles

Jones, Elizabeth Kitchen, John Kress,
Lee Kuxhaus, Andrea Lanier, Leigh
Leopard, Dena Livingston, Trisha
Loring, Pamelyn MacDonald, Harry
May Jr., Bernadette Mayer, Jeff
Mayo, Michael McCracken, Robert
Morris, Paulette Paul, Tina Pedigo,
Jennifer Pridmore, Kenneth Prince,
Patrick Rasco, John Shultz, Denis
Skapski, David Slaton, Kimberly
Smith, Sarah Stone, David Thigpen,
Susan Tillison, Genevieve Uy, Carol
Ann Vaughn, Thomas Weathington,
Cheryl Williams, Kathleen Wilson,
Lisa Wright and Teri Walker.

ADECA sponsoring science and
technology exhibit April 26-28
In honor of National Science and
Technology Week (NSTW), April 2228, the Alabama Department of
Economic and Community Affairs
(ADECA), Science Technology &
Energy Division is sponsoring a
science and technology exhibit atthe
Madison Square Mall on April 26-28.
The 1990 theme for NSTW is "Global
Change: Options for Action."
Displays in the Mall exhibit will be
sponsored by various companies and
organizations. Included in theexhibit
will be displays by UAH, Alabama
A&M University, McDonnell
Douglas, the Huntsville Association
of Technical Societies (HATS), and

the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).
Begun in 1985, National Science and
Technology Week helps explain the
key role science and technology play
in the national economic growth and
the quality of life. It has helped
people of all ages discover the
importance of science and has
provided the impetus for many
young people to enter scientific and
technical careers.
For additional information call
Donna Robinson, ADECA, Science
Technology & Energy Division 1-800392-8098.

25" BEER

STARTS AT 5 PM

MON. thru THURS.

4116 University Drive
(205) 830-2300
Hours
Sun - Thurs: 11 AM - 10 PM

#1 for FUN
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
Phone
539-8171

IE!

Fri & Sat: 11 AM - 11PM

COUPON.
57.00 off lunch
$2.00 off dinner

No cover charge with student I.D.!
Must be 21 and over
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Win the computer you need to
succeed in the realworld and a
chance to use it there.
It s easy just tn our Real WorldDefuoon aMacintosh1
c<nnputer t( > enter Apple s Real World Sweepstakes
It you're one oi l-t (iraud lYi/e winners. you'll gel to
s|X'itd a week this summer at tlie organization ot vour choice
listed below where ytxi II see Macintosh computers hard at
work. And when you get home,you can use your own new
Macintosh SK SO to write vour resume and Mlow-itp letters.
There will also be 20 First lYi/e winners who will
receive Macintosh SH computers and I.OOO Second IVi/.e
w inners who w ill get Apple* T-shirts

ii)ii realb can t lose it you come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh today. Because once you do. you II
see how eas\ it is to use ami how mudi one could do for
you now:
iou II appreciate the value of a Macintosh computer
alter you leave campus and head out into tlie real world,
too But don't take our word for it. (ome in and try a
Macintosh and see tor yourself. And il you
win tlie (irand lYize. you'll, be seeing the
real world sooner than vou think

Enter Apples RealWorld Sweepstakes and vou could win aweek at
one of these leading organizations and a Macintosh computer.
Kilter April 4th -April 2()th
Iiiiversity Bookstore, in the University Center
Call 895-6600 for more details
Set- vour Campus (miipiiUT ftsdlrr lor Swwpstakrs Knits :iikI Ki-jjilations.
\I1* 'U\|1" 'V «»: Mi'r-wniurk- '4 Mi* ' »«l«*
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UAH in cooperation with the
Alabama Department of Economic &
Community Affairs' Science,
Technology and Energy Division will
sponsor four science materials
workshops for Alabama teachers.
Teachers in grades K-2 will receive
new Science Starter Kits with four
learning units, a teacher's guide, and
related equipment for teaching the
concepts specified by the Alabama
courses of study. Teachers in grades
3-12 will receive "Alabama Energy
Education Idea Books" for their
grade level.
Various software package will be
discussed during the workshops and
there will be a one hour session for
software copying after the
workshops. There is no charge but
participants are asked to bring blank
discs to copy software.
Because of the limited number of
kits available, preregistration is
required. The UAH session will be
held on April 19, 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. in
Room 102A Exhibit Hall of the
University Center. To register call
Bernard Levine 895-6361, or 1-800228-5897 in Alabama
Registration forms for the
workshops may also be obtained
from Mrs. Donna Robinson, ADECA
Science, Technology & Energy
Division. 3465 Norman Bridge Road,
Montgomery, AL 361056-2399, phone
1-800-392-8098.

Alabama
economy slows
Nortfi Alabama's economy came to
a creep in the fourth quarter of 1989
according to six economic indicators.
The North Alabama Quarterly
Index of Economic Activity grew sixtenths of a percent during the fourth
quarter. The index is compiled
quarterly by the University of
Alabama in Huntsville and the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Five of the nine index components
registered strong or very strong
during the fourth quarter, according"
to Dr. Niles Schoening, UAH
economics professor. The strongest
showings were in government
employment, distribution and
service employment, retail sales and
building permits.
For the second quarter in a row,
prices for North Alabama farm
procucts dipped as did industrial
electric sales. Passenger arrivals and
departures
from the Huntsville
International Airport also registered
a "very weak" rating for the quarter.
"The trends that have been typical
for the national economy are
beginning to make their presence in
North Alabama's economic picture,"
said Schoening.
The quarterly index compares six
factors - retail sales, employment,
single family building permits,airport
statistics, TVA power statistics and
farm prices - to determine the
region's quarterly economic health.
The index covers all counties in the
TVA Alabama Power District.

Tennis teams gain second victories of 1990 season
by Jennifer Grace
sports editor

Both the men's and women's
tennis teams of UAH gained their
second win of the season last week.
The men defeated rival Alabama
A&M University, and the women
won an exhibition match over the
ladies of Huntstf lie's 4.5 Volvo team.
The men defeated the Bulldogs by
a 9-0 scores. All of the singles matches

were won in two sets. In doubles,
Darren Otten and Milo Cameron of
UAH won in the first singles position
6-1,6-0. Don Cameron and Lloyd
Klusendorf won even more easily in
the second doubles position, 6-0,6-0.
Kevin Bice and Herb Burton also
claimed a victory in third doubles, 6-

1,6-2.
Despite forfeiting one singles and
one doubles match, the UAH
women's tennis team managed to

take a 5-4 victory over the 4.5 Volvo
team. At the first singles position,
Stacey Condra won in two quick sets,
6-1,6-1. In the second, third, and
fourth singles positions, the UAH
victories took a little longer to
achieve. Sybil Petersen won by a 76,6-3 score, Jennifer Grace by a 7-5,62 score, and Tracy Turbervilje won it
7-5,6-1. Kathy Herrell began the fifth
singles match, but retired early with a
knee injury. Tonya Kennel was

defeated at number six 6-2,6-3.
Petersen and Grace won a close three
set match in the first doubles spot, 46,6-0,6-3. This gave the Chargers their
fifth point to take the victory.
Turberville and Kennel were
defeated in three sets at second
doubles, and UAH defaulted their
number three doubles.

Spragins Hall facilities open for business this quarter
by Aaron D. Koger
sports reporter

During the Spring term, Spragins
Hall will be open from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday and
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday.
The gymnasium will
generally be open for recreation
during these times except for
Monday when a class meets from 8 to
10 p.m. Tuesday night is volleyball
night and on Saturday badminton can
be played from 3 to 6 p.m.
The weight room will be open
noon to two and 6:30 to 7:45 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday, noon to
four and 6:30 to 9:45 Tuesday and
Thursday, noon to two and 5 to 6 p.m.
on Friday, and noon to 6 p.m. on
Saturday.
If you want to swim, the pool will
be open from II a.m. to 2p.m. and 6:15
to 7:45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Friday, it will be open from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Saturday from 2
to 5 p.m.
The racquetball courts will be open
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 to 10 p.m. on
Monday and Wednesday. Tuesday
and Thursday you can play
racquetball 8 to 9 a.m., 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., and 6 to 10 p.m. Friday the
courts will be open from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Saturday from noon to 6
p.m. Remember that court
reservations may be no more than a
day in advance. Reservations can be
made in person at the front desk or by
calling 895-6587 after 10 a.m.
A current student, faculty, or staff
ID is required for admission to the

facilities. You can bring up to two
guests who will have to pay three
dollars each. Student spouse and
athletic alumni passes are available in

room 205 of Spragins Hall and alumni
passes are available at the Office of
Alumni Affairs in the Alumni House.
Spragins is also offering a new

Men's assistant basketball coach Acuff
named head coach at Belhaven College
by Jennifer Grace
sports editor

Lennie Acuff, UAH men's assistant
basketball coach has been named
head basketball coach at Belhaven
College in Jackson, Mississippi. Acuff
has served as assistant coach for the
Chargers for the past two seasons.
While serving at UAH, the Chargers
posted a 10-18 1988-89 record, and an
11-18 1989-90 record. Acuff will

immediately replace Lowell Pitzer as
acting coach. The Blazers finished
with an 8-221989-90 record. Belhaven
is a four year college who is a member
of the NAIA Gulf States Conference.
Acuff came to UAH from Shorter
College where he enjoyed an
outstanding playing career. He is
Shorter's all-time assist assist leader
and holds the schools records for the
most assists in one season and
average assists per game. Acuff was

selected to piay with Athletes in
Action college ail-star team which
toured Asia and represented the
United States in the Olympic
Rehearsal Tournament in Seoul,
Korea. Acuff prepped at J.O.Johnson
High School of Huntsville, where he
was All-Citv and All-Region in
basketball and baseball for the 198384 seasons.

Women's tennis player Sybil Petersen named
UAH/Coca-cola player of the week
by Jennifer Grace
sports editor

Women's tennis player, Sybil
Petersen has been named the
UAH/Coca Cola Player of Week for
March 26-April 1, 1990. Petersen
defeated the number 2 University of
North Alabama seed on March 27 in
straight sets 6-4,6-2. Petersen, who
usually plays number 3 for the Lady
Chargers, moved up into the number

2 seed due to the injury of women's
tennis player Kelly Flowers. Flowers is
out due to a back injury.
"Sybil has stepped up her game
these past few weeks," said UAH
coach Doug Ross. "Playing number
two is a tough position and for Sybil

JAKE'SI

to come out with a win is a big
accomplishment. She is a true athlete
and a great asset to our team."
Petersen, who also plays volleyball
at UAH is the daughter of Carlos
Petersen and Annie Christensen.
majoring in communication arts.
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fitness and wellness club for fifty
dollars per academic quarter. For
more information contact Jean Porter
at 895-6007.
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KWIK JOBS, INC.

Cheap Booze, Quick Food, Lousy Service
Just Like Eating At Home
Freshest Road Kill in Huntsville
Doe Doe Bird Watcher's Convention
Music f o r Procreation

Located at Steadman's Corner
Holmes Ave. Ck Jordan Lane

KWIK JOBS, INC.

805 Oakwood Ave.
Huntsville, AL 35811
205-536-5200
FAX 205-539-1947

RESUMES & TYPING SERVICE
FULL/PART-TIME
PERMANENT PLACEMENT
TEMPORARIES ON REQUEST

Classified Ads
PERSONALS

PREGNANT
Need Help ?
Call Pregnancy Hotline
533-3526

STUDY YOUR BIBLE
Enroll for free bible correspondence
WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
course — 8 lessons.
CENTER
Mastin Lake Road Church of Christ t
S.H.E.
P.O. Box 3328
Huntsville, AL 35810
General medical care for women,
852-2956
pregnancy testing, birth control,
abortions, women's health care &
( AH SINGLES! Looking tor someone
counseling. All services confidential,
spend! to meet in the H-jn^ville.
131 Longwood Drive, 533-9228.
North
Alabama South
enuessf.Office Hours: 8-5, Mon.-Sat. Phone
area' for more mforma'iof* st»r«!
Information until 8 p.m. TOLL FREE:
T,
5' »"K» to: ( ONN? ( ()N^ »' ( > R,,v
1-800-666-9228
1 •> '• • • 1 • • i•'' *i •
:
.•
\
• ^H r ) 2
•
v . .»•»•>, •
i
.» -i :Kal Herpes Support Group Monthly and
now offering Cervical Caps and
FERTILITY AWARENESS classes.
Young Christian male needs 2-3
roommates — house near I AH. ( all
881-4254 or 536-J4s4

A GOSPEL EXTRAVAGANZA
The Pre-Alumni Office of
Oakwood College presents a
Homecoming concert that you
don't want to miss. This year's
musical artists will be the First
Church Inspirational Choir, LaMar
Campbell & Praise and special
guest Daryl Coley. The concert will
be held Saturday night, April 14th
at 7:30 p.m. in the Von Braun Civic
Center. Tickets, which are $12 in
advance and $14 at the door, may
be purchased at the Pre-Alumni
Office and the Civic Center.

TYPING SERVICES
Norman Typing Services
Since 1986 — personalized word
processing service. Special rates on
term papers for students. Call Sharon
Norman at 830-5936.

Word Processing/Typing Service
Resumes, term papers, essays,
theses, etc. Proofreading, help
with grammar, punctuation, and
resume development. Professional
quality - work done on laser
printer! Reasonable,experienced.
Sonie Alexandre
837-8163.

We Deliver

Typing/word processing,
research, report and resume
writing, top quality work at lowest
rates available. Everything is
picked up and delivered. Call
880-9533.

RESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800 351-0222
Or rush S? 00 to Research Information
11322 iflano Ave »?0r< A Los Angeles CA

ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessionsl. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext. GH-12054.

Market Discover Credit Cards on
your Campus
Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$10/hour. Only 10 positions
available. Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext.
1*

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
Ext. A12054.
ATTENTION: HIRING! CRUISE SHIP.
CASINO. HOTEL JOBS! FREE TRAVEL
BENEFITS! Details, 1-602-838-8885
Ext. Y12054.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS!
$32,000/yr
income potential. Details, 1-602838-8885 Ext. BK-12054.
ATTENTION: EASY WORK,
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home. Details, 1-602838-8885 Ext. W-12054.
ATTENTION — HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-8388885, Ext. R-12054.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/yr
income potential. Details 1-602838-8885 Ext. T-12054.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 1-805687-6000 Ext. R-1813 for current
federal list.
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start
$11.41/hour! For application info,
call 1-602-838-8885, Ext. M-12054,6
a.m. — 10 p.m., 7 days.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
ampus organizations, clubs, frats
sororities call OCMC: 1-800-932n
0528/1-800-950-8472. ext. 10

The Profits!

These Days It Takes Every Cent You Earn To Get Through College. We Have Estab
lished Routes In The Afternoons and Mornings That May Be Just What You Are
Looking For To Help Cover Some Of The Expense. We Try To Place All Of Our Car
riers As Close To Their Homes As Possible. This Makes It Easier To Deliver Since You
Can Prepare For Deliveries In Your Own Home And Not Have To Travel As Far To
Pick-Up Your Papers Each Day.
If You Have Good Dependable Transportation and Like The Idea of Earning Extra
Money, We Will Work With You To Find A Route Suitable For The Hours You Have
Available. Call The Number Below and Our District Manager Will Contact You and
Give You All The Information And Details.

SheHuntsi'ille Simes
HUNTSVILLE NEWS

532-4444
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more NEWS
Ministry luncheon promotes environmental awareness
The Campus Ministry Association,
an interdenominational group
devoted to communicating issue
oriented information to the UAH

community, held its monthly
luncheon yesterday.
The moral
obligation of people to actively
participate in environmental

Hogan to present program
on aspects of depression
April 17 program, "Depression,"
will be presented by Deborah Hogan,
M.D., Assistant Professor of
Psychiatry. "Depression can be a
normal mood state," according to Dr.
Hogan, "but it can also be a serious
meaical illness which is very
amenable to treatment. Depression is
a result of dysfunction in the brain.
Medication is extremely helpful in
returning the functioning of the
brain to normal. The lifetime
expectancy of developing depression
is approximately 20 percent for
women and 10 percent for men. In
the seminar, we'll talk about the
difference between depression as a
medical illness and depression as a

normal mood state that everyone
experiences occasionally, and the
symptoms of each." The seminar will
be held at the UAH Clinical Science
Center Lecture Hall, 109 Governors
Drive, S.W. (Across from Huntsville
Hospital). For more information call
551-4424.

awareness and protection was the
topic of the luncheon.
Mr. Bill Kirk, a software analyst
turned Environmental Activist, was
the guest speaker. He pointed out
that the environmental problems we
face today are "everyone's problems.
Earth is everyone's back yard."
Mr. Kirk went on to explain that
each personal decision to become
involved in recycling and/or
protection of resources has some
power to turn the environmental
crisis around. The combined power
of active participants can make a
tremendous difference. He stressed
the use of recycled paper as just one
of many ways to be involved: "The
one fact that most affected me was

that one issue of the New York Times
Sunday paper takes 75 million trees."
Mr. Kirk also outlined even's that
will take place during Earth Week and
urged everyone to participate: "Each
person makes a difference."
The monthly Campus Ministry
luncheon is held every second
Tuesday through May, breaking
during summer and then resuming in
October. The meal donation is $2 so
that students can afford it, although
the meal actually cost a minimum of
$3.50 per person. Donations from
faculty, staff and alumni as well as the
sponsorship by the local Interfaith
Mission Service cover the additional
costs.

THIS WEEK'S LUNCH SPECIALS

DAILY
LUNCH SPECIALS

ASK ABOUT
OUR PARTY
TRAYS AND
CATERING SERVICE

HOT AND SOUR CHICKEN
MONGOLIAN BEEF
C2 CHICKEN CHOW MF.IN
£7 SWEET AND SOUK PORK
£3 GREEN PEPPER STEAK

E8

$4.35

E4

All iuncf specials are served null
an egg roll nee. and fortune cookie

SERVED

'••orI r
10:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

OPEN
Monday

Saturday

10 30 am 10 00 pm

ENTREES

Bradford placed
in upper ten
percentile

Served with Rice and Fortune C ookie
PORK

^EXPRESS

E-1

O.n, e.

SWEET AND SOUR PORK

•GU M '

$5.25 $2.35

F-ed Tender Pork with Swee"
And Sou' Sauce

E-2

FRAGRANT ROAST PORK

$5.25 $9.35

I

I

Cnei's Specialty ThisSpicy
E>sh is a 'avonie ot me house

CHINESE

CUISINE
BEEF

The Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, the organization
responsible for evaluating and
accrediting health care facilities
nationwide, has notified the Bradford
treatment center of Huntsville, that it
has been identified as "performing at
a level within the top tenth percentile
of all accredited organizations."
Bradford, which specializes in the
treatment of chemical dependency,
is particulary lauded for the
effectiveness of patient care, the
sound internal procedures to support
quality care and the high level of
commitment to the pursuit of that
care.
The notification was delivered to
Dr. Jay Lee, Bradford Operations Vice
President, from Dr. Dennis O'Leary,
President of JCAHO.
In accepting the honor, Dr. Lee
credited the entire Bradford staff and
thanked them for their contributions,
which made such outstanding
performance possible.
The Bradford treatment center is
located on Browns Ferry Road in
Madison. For more information on
Bradford and the services offered,
461-7272.

E-3

534-4415
FOR TAKE OUT COME TO

E-7

BEEF WITH BROCCOLI

E-9
E-10

APPETIZERS

WONDERFUL SHRIMP

HOT & SOUR CHICKEN

E-11

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

$1.05
$1.50
$2.95
$6.50

$ .15
$1.25
$1.05

Prepared fresh daily
$1.05

MOO GOO GAI PAN

CLASSIC COKE
DIET COKE
7-UP
TEA w LEMON
DR. PEPPER

$5.45 $9.65

VEGETABLES
VEGETARIAN DELIGHT

C-1
C-2
C-3

CHOW MEIN
SHRIMP CHOW MEIN
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
VEGETABLE CHOW MEIN

L-1
L-2
L-3
L-4
L-5

SHRIMP LO MEIN
CHICKEN LO MEIN
BEEF LO MEIN
ROAST PORK LO MEIN
VEGETABLE LO MEIN

R-1
9-2
9-3

SHRIMP FRIED RICE
CHICKEN FRIED RICE
VEGETABLE FRIED RICE

$1.05

$4.65 $8.80

l
i
$5.75 $11.00
$4 75 $ 8.80
$4.40 $ 8.25

,So« Noodle Rice Excluded

$4.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
? 05

$8.50
S8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$7.50

FRIED RICE DISHES

$1.05

$5.25 $9.35
$4.70 $8.80
$4.45 $8.25

' Serv, t *wc O' Mce
ro Change Witnoul Nonce

Pnces Sutyecr

BEVERAGES
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5

$12.37

$5.45 $9.65

Fned Tender Filet ot Chicken with
a Sweet and Sour Sauce

Fresh Chinese VegetaOles Su Fned
in a Dencaie Sauce

SOUPS

S-3

$7.65

$5.45 $9.65

Master Chet's Secret Hot ano Sour Sauce
over Boneless Fried Chicken

LO MEIN

WON TON SOUP
Chinese Vegeiabies & Won Ton m
Chicken Broth
EGG DROP SOUP
Chicken Broth with
Fresh Whipped Eggs
HOT & SOUR SOUP
Sliced Mushrooms. Bamboo Shoots
and Eggs in a full-bodied broth with
White Pepper

$12.37

Succulent Slices of White Chicken Breast
Sauteed with Fresh Chinese VegetaDies

Served with hot mustard and duck sauce.

FORTUNE COOKIES
POLYNESIAN CHICKEN STICK
PINT FRIED RICE

$7.65

CHICKEN
E-8

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

A-7

SWEET & SOUR SHRIMP

Sn- mD stir Fned with Chinese
Vege'apies and Broccoli m a Light Sauce

MENU

A-5
A-6

$5.25 $9.35

F-u - Quit Shnmp Fried to a Golden
B't *n. Served with Sweet and Sour Sauce

FOR FAX ORDERS
534-0825

Egg Hoi Fried Won Ton
Fned Chicken Wings. Polynesian
Chicken Suck Fantail Shrimp

$9.35

SEAFOOD
E-6

EGG ROLL
FRIED WON TON (6)
FRIED CHICKEN WING (8)
PU PU PLATTER

$5.25

Tender Sliced Beet Sauteed with
Broccoli in a RichBrown Sauce

2701-E PATTON ROAD

TECHNOLOGY

Worth Saving.

E-5

TO ORDER - PLEASE CALL

SCI6NCE
APRIL 22-28

MONGOLIAN BEEF
Tender Sliced Beel Sauteed with
Green Onion and Chinese VegetaDies

•ALL MEALS DELIVERED FREE ON A MINIMUM $5.00 ORDER

S-2

UU€€K '90

E-4

Limited Delivery*

A-1
A-2
A-3
A* 4

$5.25 $9.35

Tender Filet of Bee' Sauteed with
Green Peppe' and Onion

Fast - Free - Delivery

S-1

NATIONAL

GREEN PEPPER STEAK

$
$
$
$
$

.65
.65
.65
.65
.65

:
.
•
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PEKIt-'O
^EXPRESS

CHINESE

CUISINF

COUPON
$ - J 0 0 OFF

534-4415

ANY QUART PURCHASE
ONE COUPON

2701 Patton Road. Suite E

PER ORDER

|
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